
Past Continuous Passive Form

Name: Result: Date: __/21  __/__/20__

The boys thought they ___________________.1. (race)

The latter had been given full scope to work its mischief, and now it
___________________ to its account.
2.

(call)

I had not gone far before I knew that I
_________________________________.
3.

(watch/and/follow)

And when she __________________ the boys came upon some other
pieces of stone among the bushes, which might have been part of the same
tomb.

4.

(move)

As the place began to clear out and tables _______________________
here and there, a small man in a checked suit appeared in the doorway.
5.

(abandon)

Two of the logs __________________ out bodily.6. (tear)

She ____________________ about like a tin pot in a gale.7. (knock)

Four or five hours later, at a fashionable gathering, the events of the day
_______________________.
8.

(discuss)

She knew, though she could not see, that a canoe
_____________________.
9.

(launch)

Just as he stooped down to recover the candle, they became aware of
footsteps, and in a moment the handle of the outer door
___________________.

10.

(turn)

On this occasion his tastes ___________________________, his
intelligence even _________________________ to.
11.

(not/consult) (not/appeal)

Behind, a furious rush _________________ at the door.12. (make)

Similar houses ___________________ in other areas at the same period.13.
(build)
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My companion was, I saw, admired on every hand, while surprise
______________________ that I should turn out to be a friend of so very
distinguished a person.

14.

(express)

The English followed her "the remainder of that day & almost another day"
before they discovered that they ______________________.
15.

(deceive)

One evening just as the lamps in his room _____________________ he
called Elizabeth to his bed.
16.

(light)

May said she __________________________, and refused to discuss
the matter any longer.
17.

(not/sacrifice)

A constant stream of shells ____________________ all the time on this
rock from the ships.
18.

(keep up)

Let us hope that her childish spirit _____________________ to some
useful purpose.
19.

(temper)

Some of these latter had fallen into decay, and others
__________________ as miserable homes by those who could afford no
better.

20.

(use)
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